Since tlre seminal papers of Ilohenberg and Kohnl and Kohn and Sham,2 density functional theory has ernerged as a principal toor for the study of the inhomo_ geneous interacting electron ga,s.3 Among the many important generalizations of the original work is the current-rlensity functional theory of Vignale and R.asolt.a 'I'hese authors show that the exact ground state energy.B, density n(r), and cur_ rent densit,y j(r) of an interacting electron gas in the presence of applied electric and magnetic fields rnay be olrtained from the solution of an effective single-particle problem' The inclusion of magnetic fields leacls to the introduction of an exchangecorrelation furrctional f*.[r, jp] of density and, parantagnelic currerrt density jo(r). l-or interacting electrons in the presence of an external scalar potential Z and vector potential A, both tirne-indelrenclent, these effective single-particle equatrons have the forrn DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY AND STATISTICAL GAUGE FIELDS MICHAEL R. GELLER Departmenl oJ Physics, Uniaersity oJ CaliJorniu, Santa Barbara, CaliJornia gS1A6, USA ;-E,6-l (4) and where the summations gauge-invariant current Jp= are over the density is
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The so-called Kohn-Sham equations (l) are to be solved self-consistently since A"6 and I/.6 are functionals of the density (6) and the paramagnetic current (7). Since Leinaas and Myrheirn,s wilczek,6 and othersT showed that a chernSirnons gauge field, introduced through a singular gauge transformation, changes the statistics of particles confined to two space dimensions, the technique of introducing this so-called statistical gauge field has been common in the analysis of two-dimensional correlated electron systems. Statistical gauge fields have been used in theories of high-temperature superconcluctivity for compounds with planar structure,T'8 in the stuclies of off-cliagonal long-range order in the fractional quantum Hall effecte and in the construction of low-energy effective field theories of the quantum llall eflect.e,10
In a recent paper,ll Dharma-wardana has made the intriguing proposal that the Chern-Simons gauge potential, appearing in the standarcl Landau-Ginzburg effective field theory of the quanturn Hall effect, may be interpreted as an exchangecorrelation vector potential for a twotlimensional interacting electron system. If this proposal is correct, it would provide an example of dgnamically generated,statistical gauge fields, where interactions change the statistics of the constituent particles. For the stucly of two-dimensional strongly correlated electron systerns, this possibility is certainly an interesting one.
we have also considered this question, and have arrived at the opposite conclusion, for the reasons sumnrarized in this note. We do not prove that DharrraWarclana's proposal is an impossibility, but rather, we consider twodimensional uniform and nearly uniform interacting electron systems in the presence and absence of a perpendicular magnetic field and show that it is not generally correct. Our analysis is loosely divided into three parts.
l. Real aersus fictitious currenls
First, we compare the coupling of the gauge fields to the particles. Dharma-Wardana noted that in (l), the particles are coupled to A"p -A + A*., the same form as the coupling to a statistical gauge potential a.
Let Lo be the Lagrangian density for interacting electrons in two dimensions, and let ju (tt=0,1,2) be the corresponding current density. Then (in units where h= c-l) where is the Chern Simons Lagrangian describing the electrons coupled to the statistical gauge potential or. The electrons are changed from Fermions with statistics parameter' O = z to anyons with statistics parameter O = zr * d. Thus, the statistical gauge field couples to the actual interacting electrons.
In density functional theory, however, Aefl = A*A*. is coupled to currents in a ficlitious noninteracting system (l). The inclividual Kohn Sham orbitals t!o are not physically meaningful as electron eigenstates; they are an intermediate device used to calculate the ground state energy, density, current, and chemical potential.2 a ll. Case of zero field Next, we consider the role of the external magnetic field B : V x A. In the absence of B, the effective single-particle equations reduce to the usual Kohn Sham form2 given by (1) with Aeff = 0. Vignale and Rasolt have proven that the eflective singleparticle equations are gauge invariant.4 IIence, we conclude that when B = 0, A*. is a pure gauge, i.e. B*. : V x A*. = 0. In contrast, the Chern Simons field slrength is unaffecled by lhe ualue of lhe erlernal magnetic field. The statistics transformation given bV (9) is valid for any two-dirrrensional system of (hard-core) particles, irrespective of the presence of external fields. (It is not surprising that B*. = 0 in the absence of an external field, because the existence of anyons requires the parity to be broken.) The relation (12) is valid only within mean field theory because the equations of motion (ll) follow from a classical approximation to the path integral containing (9) Therefore, the statistical gauge field attaches d/zr units of flux quanta to each particle, and the mean slalislical magnelic field is proportional to the density. Furthermore, because the exchange phase eio is periodic in O, the proportionalit,y constant is invariant under d -0 +2r. Next, we evaluate B*. for uniform and nearly uniform systems. In the uniform IIall fluid states considered by Dharrna-Wardana, the current density (8) 
is also uniform.o Then A". : 0 (or a pure gaugc). Therefore, B,. is slriclly zero in a rtnifornt. systent, in clcar contracliction with (12).
For an electron gas with a clensity varying slowly on the scale of the magnetic length 1: (hcleB)1/2, B*. rnay l)e calculat,ed using a so-called density approxi- 
where ,tp and 1 are the Fermi wave nunrber and orbital magnetic susceptibility for an interact,ing electron gas of uniform clensity n. ro --(e2kpf l2r2mc2) is the orbital rrragnetic susceptibility for noninteracting electrons. Then we fincl
which is a function of the vorticity v, and is not generally proportional to the density.
For strong fields or low densit,y, where the filling factor v : 2rnl2 is in the first Lanclau level (0 1u 1l), we use the strong-field local density approxirnation of Vignale,l2 
